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CLEMSON COMMUNITY ABSORBS ELECTION RESULTS 
Students respond to election upset and President Elect Trum,p 
he had to go to work the Snow that Clinton's victory election night, I just kept In the wake of the upset, then lying because theyTessa Schwarze 
next morning ... my sister was likely, if not assured. expecting to see the turn statisticians evaluating their didn't want to say DonaldNews Editor 
was leaving for a band By 8:30 p.m. on Tuesday, around and it just never polling error pointed to Trump." 
In January, Donald competition at like 5AM. however, exit polls did not happened and I was like­ blue collar white Americans, Cullen himself had 
J. Trump will become I then I saw map started indicate the Clinton lock-up oh," said Snow. who voted for Obama in been rooting for Libertarian 
the next president of the turning red," said Snow, "I of Florida that statisticians Junior Alex Cullen said 2008 and 2012, switching Candidate Gary Johnson. 
United States . At Clemson, was like chis is not good ." predicted. Instead, that he wasn't shocked by political sides for a Trump His hope was that Johnson 
the close race was wacched It was Snow's first time battleground states and even the turnout. Cullen watched ticket. These historically would reach the 5% needed 
in apartments and houses voting. She said that she Northwestern 'firewall' states the election in his apartment Democratic voters opted for to obtain federal funding. 
alongside roommates, was proud that she rooted fell into dead-heats. alongside fellow members of Trump, but largely avoided Johnson fell short at 3.2%. 
friends and family. for Clinton and that she Quickly, polling models YAL (Young Americans for answering polls, according Cullen said that he 
Sophomore Victoria convinced all her roommates like 538 adjusted their Liberty.) to 538.com's review of the knew what turn the election 
Snow watched the election to vote as well. outlooks, shifting Clinton's "It was definitely more polling. Cullen, however, was going to take once 
from her home on Tuesday. "[I cold my roommates], chances of securing the of a Trump/Gary room than was not surprised. Florida turned red. Either 
"I was at home-my 'if you don't want this to presidency from above 60 anyone for Clinton . It got "I did have a gut feeling way, Cullen said he wasn't 
dad and I had gone and be a reality- vote. Because percent to below 30 percent. pretty exciting when Trump that there was a disparity going to be pleased with the 
voted rhat morning. And honestly its dangerous for a Through the night, the started winning. If had to there-I mean you saw it results. 
so we turned it on, and ate lot of us ," said Snow. news for Trump supporters make a statistical bet I also everywhere," said Cullen, "There has definitely 
dinner, we watched it for a Polling statistics continued to be favorable . would have voted Hillary," "People being asked who been a dichotomy. I sort 
little while but eventually- indicated to people like "And then on the said Cullen. they were voting for and ELECTION continues on A2 
Despite narrowly lo.sing the popular vote, 47percent to Clinton's 48 percent, Donald Trump secured the Presidency with 290 electoral votes. He will be inagurated Jan. 20, 2017. 
. 
Students showcase work at News Brief: 
Writers
., 
Harvest Ticketing trouble continues, distribution 
/ · . . , ''·~-~ on hold due to technical issue\ 
St;~!lg~h, ' . . The ;" · Writers organizing 'the event , .,Chris£dw~ 
Contributor ., t{ar~e·sr, , will not only · "[Early ,on] we didn't 
·showcase · the best wr\ters have quite as many published Clemson Athletic Ticket Office 'sent out an email Sunday afternoon to students, 
The chill is finally settling that 'Clell)SQn has to otfer, poets and novelists ih the informing them that ticket distribution for the Carolina game would be postponed until 
into th~se hills, and while but will also benefit Loaves English department. So 
"further notice," The office said the delay is due to a larger technical outage on part of 
the cold might be welcomed and Fishes, a Greenville­ there was a smaller group the ticketing software company and that students will have to wait until the system is up
as a sign of the oncoming based organization chat of us· that was reading every 
and running again.
winter and a real reason to helps feed the hungry. year," Pulley said. 
"The Online Student Ticket distribution portal is currently experiencing technicalindulge in a PSL, for the Beginning as a way to That's changed in 
issues as part of a greater nationwide outage with our ticketing company," ClemsonEnglish Department, ie's a showcase Clemson work, recent years, as Clemson 
Ticket Office said, "Due to these issues the Clemson Athletic Ticket Office is suspendinghallmark of their biggest the Harvest was initially hired numerous creative 
event of the year. The composed of a handful writers in the English the Collegiate Club distribution until further notice." 
I Writers Harvest, on Nov. of English Department department, leading to a The email said that the athletic programming is hoping to have the issue resolved 
18, aims to fill Clemson's readers. As the program growth in the availability of soon and that they will provide more information as it comes to them. 
cold autumn atmosphere grew, however, Professor the material for the Writers There has been no mention ofwhen the system should be up and running again. Clemson 
with a celebration of local Mike Pulley saw a need Harvest. Because of chat, Athletics said that they will keep students posted. They promised that the ticket office 
writing. for a leader. Pulley came Pulley says, "we have almost 
I would send out an email 1 hour prior to the re-launch of the distribution system.Established nearly 20 to Clemson in 2009 and now a completely different 
"We appreciate your patience, passion and support ofClemson Athletics as we work 
years ago by Share Our took over the managing and HARVEST continues on A2 to get these technical issues fixed," said the email. 
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A2 • NOVEMBER 14, 2016 NEWS HF" flGER 
HARVEST from page Al 
line up of people who 
haven't read before." 
Faculty from the 
English department usually 
read and write for the 
festival, but this year, for 
the first time, students were 
able to submit writing and 
win an award. "It's really all 
about the students," Pulley 
said. 
Miriam Mceween and 
Preston Stone are the two 
students whose writing 
was chosen to be read at 
this year's event. A panel 
of five judges, two of 
whom are student leaders 
of the English Major 
Organization, chose their 
pieces in what Pulley calls 
"a hands down·consensus". 
'Tm really excited to 
be a part of it, I think it's a 
good cause. I was honestly 
shocked when I won," said 
Mceween, whose piece deals 
with rape culture. "It's not 
just being cornered in an 
alleyway; it happens very 
immediately in your social 
circles." 
According to RAINN 
(the rape, abuse, and incest 
national network), nearly 
80 percent of rapes are 
committed by someone the 
victim knows. 
Her piece was personal 
to her, but Mceween wrote 
it in a fictional format. 
"[The piece) was honest but 
had a social consciousness 
that I hadn't used with any 
of my other work. It was the 
mast poignant thing to my 
life," said Mceween. 
Preston Stone is the 
second student writer who 
is being awarded for the 
poetry he submitted. "I 
submitted several pieces for 
the application. Most of 
r 
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ELECTION from page Al 
of had the belief that the 
candidate options were like 
a lose-lose situation." 
Cullen said he didn't 
notice much of a change on 
Clemson's campus the day 
after the election except that 
it was a bit quieter. 
Across campus, that 
silence engulfed Senior 
Sean Galgano's watch 
party. Galgano said that 
all he and his roommates 
could feel after the election 
was "hopeless." 
"I was watching it 
in my roommate,s room, 
and the atmosphere was 
definitely very concerned, 
a lot of disbelief. And one 
of my roommates-he's 
from Lebanon and was 
worried what was going to 
happen to his family now 
that Trump is elected." 
Trump's campaign 
promises to secure 
borders, deport illegal 
immigrants and heighten 
vetting for immigrants 
from majority Muslim 
nations can all be found on 
his campaign website. 
"Another one of my 
roommates has Crohn's 
Disease and he's worried 
that if Trump does repeal 
Obama.care, he's not 
going to be able to 
stay on his parent's medical 
insurance," said Galgano, 
"So there was a definite 
dread." 
Galgano said that he 
doesn't think the election 
results will effect political 
participation on campus. 
He said that the day after
I 
the election, the only 
difference was visible Trump 
paraphernalia. 
"I don't think there will 
I be any change on campus. 
I feel like there are a lot of 
students who don't reallyI 
b 
want to put the effort in 
where they feel like they 
can't change anything, 
where the situation is kind 
of hopeless," said Galgano, 
"Myself included." 
Snow says she 
shares a similar disbelief, 
but her reaction to a 
Trump presidency is to 
"keep fighting." 
"Personally as a women, 
and as a queer woman, 
I'm scared ' how this will 
effect us. I'm afraid at 
what's going to happen, but 
there was so much support 
from the community," said 
Snow, "I feel like people 
will keep fighting." 
Other students, like 
Sophomore Chloe Hourigan 
are optimistic about a Trump 
presidency. Hourigan is a 
Trump supporter. 
"I want to say yes that 
I'm optimistic I'm hoping 
that I can, but I think it's 
very split. I think people 
are very caught up in 
the fact that it is Donald 
Trump. I think people are 
so focused on attacking 
him on social media, that 
they are referencing jokes 
and memes over his actual 
policies," said Hourigan. 
Previously 
reluctant establishment 
Republicans, like Paul 
Ryan, have met with 
President Elect Trump on 
Capitol Hill to focus on 
the "unified Republican 
party," said Ryan, according 
to CNN. 
Hourigan sees a similar 
need to come together. 
"I hope that some people 
who weren't supporting him 
will be able to stand behind 
him in the upcoming 
months and accept that he is 
our president." 
President Elect Trump 
will be sworn into office 
' ' . 
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them are southern poems­
that is, accented monologue 
poems with southern 
subjects." 
When Stone submitted 
his work, he was unsure 
about whether or not he 
would win. 
"With any competition, 
you hope for the best. But, 
as a writer, you are aware 
[ of] the high likelihood of 
rejection." 
Stone recalls the 
excitement of winning as 
a feeling of elation. "I'm 
really excited to read," said 
Stone. 
The event will be held 
on Nov. 18 at 7pm in the 
Self Auditorium in the 
Strom Thurmond Institute. 
To get into the event, 
students may make checks 
out to Loves & Fishes Inc. 
or make a donation of 
canned goods . 
...r,\,o,.,. . . 
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A3 • NOVEMBER 14, 2016 NEWS THE TIGER 
Q&A with 
Clemson's 
Bedsider U 
President 
The Tiger sat down with risk of STis, there's the risk 
Madison Gregoris, President of unplanned pregnancies, 
ofBedsider U and the author so I think when you're 
ofa recent CUSG resolution having sex with someone 
in support of free condoms it's important to talk about 
in dorms at Clemson, boundaries, to talk about 
to talk about her club's who is comfortable doing 
work on campus. Discussing what and to use condoms -
what it means to have especially when not sleeping 
healthy sex and where their with a long-term partner. 
work on campus is headed Also, I would like to add 
next, Gregoris gave us an that obviously consent is 
inside look into Bedsider mandatory - but I feel like 
U and the pulse on campus bringing that up is almost 
when it comes conversations redundant because sex that 
about sex. both parties hasn't consented 
to is rape. 
The Tiger News (TTN): For 
those that don't know, can TTN: Why is it so 
you tell me a little bit about important to talk about sex 
the club itself/ on college campuses? 
Madison Gregoris (MG): MG: I think it's essential 
So Bedsider U is a club that to talk about sex on college 
promotes safe sex and the use campuses because regardless 
of birth control, especially ro of whether or not you 
college students. We mainly personally are having sex -
organize events; we partner someone you know is. Some hand-in-hand is the idea supporting the distribution all students should know and more accessible women's 
with other groups on campus people didn't receive the best that "traditional" families of free condoms in Clemson about healthy sex? health materials as well. 
as well as hosting events on sex education in their high don't really talk about sex. residence halls. Why did you MG: Consent is 
our own. We table, we do schools, or in their homes, I've definitely seen evidence feel like this was a necessary mandatory and protection is TTN: What should
things like Sex Trivia, Sex if they received one in either in the student body of a or critical action to take? key. students take away from the Olympics (both fun}, and the place. Sex, when gone about lack of comfortability when MG: Well, while it's not club and how can interestedgoals of all these events are in a healthy matter, is fun and it comes to talking about an epidemic we have seen a TTN: What do you students join? 
to provide all types of stuff a natural thing for humans to 
sex - especially when I'm serious rise in the number of think are the next steps for MG: Every time we( condoms, coozies, chapstick do; so when going about it passing out condoms on STis on campus - specifically your work on creating a get together it's really a fun
etc.} to students on campus people should be as informed Library Bridge. Sex chlamydia and gonorrhea. campus that has healthy sex? time, we don't do meetingsbut even more importantly as possible so they can make 
shouldn't have to be a weird, This is going to lead to MG: I think that it's truly in classrooms, we usually get 
to educate them about birth decisions that are best for 
uncomfortable or taboo an unsafe and unhealthy a campus-wide effort. I think to make at least IO students
control methods as well as them and for their bodies. topic. I think that as a society campus, which is not that the implementation of a day blush when we handhealthy and safe sex. 
we're very sexualized, yet still something that anybody condoms in residence halls is out condoms on the Bridge
TTN: Clemson is 
very uncomfortable talking wants. I feel as though if going to be a huge step toward - and most importantly weTTN: What exactly considered a "family" 
about sex. I think a good student government can having a healthier campus. I get to make uncomfortabledoes "healthy sex'' mean? or traditionally more 
way to change that is to first do something about it, we think once we acknowledge situations and conversations
How do you achieve it? conservative school. Have 
acknowledge that yeah, some absolutely should. Not to the fact that students on more comfortable. Ifsomeone 
MG: I think the best you seen evidence of that Clemson students are having mention - colleges across the our campus are having sex, has questions about birth 
definition of healthy sex is in the way we do or don't 
sex, so let's talk about it and nation provide free condoms dialogues will become more control methods, or just
one where both (or however talk about sex? How can we be educated about it and do it in their on campus residence comfortable, it will be a less sex in general, it's awesome
many) partners are completely begin to change that? 
safely and responsibly. halls and we shouldn't be awkward topic in general. to be able to provide
comfortable with what is MG: I think the only behind in that department. More free resources would be that resource. Interestedgoing on and neither are at way that the "family" aspect TTN: You recently another great step, as well as students can email me at
risk. And "at risk" can mean that Clemson pitches and 
authored a resolution TTN:What's something more accessible STI testing mjgrego@g.clemson.edu ! 
a lot of things - there's a the conservative climate go 
NOT) 
# THXBiRTHCONTROL BfDfiDER.OR6 
'To _(earn more visit 'Bedsider.or3 or emai( C(emson cha_pter President 
'Madison §re3oris at mj3re3o@cfemson.edu 
can 864-934-8329 
MYFREERIDE 
NEWSPRING CHURCH 
Summit at Cross Creek 1Q:23A 
University Village 10:25A 
R'eserve at Clemson 10:28A 
lssaqueena Trall 10:31A 
CEVlAspen 10;36A 
Kelly Road@Crawford Falls 10:39A 
Bryan Circle 10:44A 
Sikes Hall 10:46A 
DowntoiJVn Clemson @TTT 10:48A 
lofts on Cochran 10:54A 
Lofts on Lindsay 11:00A 
Calhoun/College Ave 11:03A 
NewSprlng Clemson 11:l0A 
Visit Cour11geEnrichment.com for 
transportation 
details & to join the email list 
COURAGE 
ENRICHMENT 
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Smoke from surrounding statesWildfires catch on during dry season 
covers SC 
Dry Season Tips: 
1.When burning lawn debris, make sure 
that wind is low and vegetation is not too 
dry. 
2. Never park any type of vehicle on dry 
vegetation; the heat from the exhaust can 
cause it to ignite. 
3. When starting a fire, choose a safe 
burning site away from powerlines, 
overhanging limbs, buildings, vehicles, 
and equipment. You'll need at least three 
times the height of the pile of vertical 
clearance. 
4. Don't toss cigarettes out your car 
window 
More than 30 wildfires are currently burning in North Carolina, Southern Tennessee, Georgia and Upstate South Carolina, 
5. When extinguishing a fire, make sureKatie McCarthy quality in the facility. of residents who live just of yard debris and burning 
Copy Editor Officials with the south and southwest of for forestry, wildlife or the wood has completely burnt to ash. 
South Carolina Forestry Pinnacle Mountain. agricultural purposes. Pour water on the fire and drown all the 
Wildfires burning across Commission say that Officials emphasized While campfires 
embers until hissing stops. Remember: ifthe southern Appalachians, extended drought conditions that residents were not in and open-fire cooking are 
including one on Pinnacle and low relative humidity imminent danger and that the not included in the ban, it's to hot to touch, it's too hot to leave. 
Mountain in Table Rock have created an optimal evacuation is a precautionary the Forestry Commission 
State Park, resulted in a atmosphere for wildfires to measure. Residents were told is strongly encouraging 
thick layer of smoke that spread. Despite Sunday's they could return to their citizens to refrain from any 
covered most of the state on rain, the fire grew an homes on Sunday afternoon. unnecessary burning. Table Rock St. park and hiking 
Thursday and Friday. additional 500 acres In addition, a State Arson is suspected in trails are closed due to wildfireSmoke could be seen overnight and is now about Forester's Burning several fires in North Carolina 
across Clemson, and Fike 2200 acres in size. Ban is in effect for all and Georgia, bur state and smoke. 
Recreation Center was On Saturday, the Piedmont counties. The ban forestry officials haven't made 
forced to close at 4pm on Forestry Commission prohibits outdoor burning, any such indication regarding 
Friday due to degraded air recommended an evacuation which includes the burning the Pinnacle Mountain fire. 
Hannah Halusker 
Contributor 
Can you fathom a time 
when we, Homo sapiens, 
were roaming the earth 
with our fellow hominins, 
the Neanderthals (Homo 
neanderrhalensis)? It may 
be difficult to conjure 
up, but history tells us 
we coexisted for tens of 
thousands of years before 
Neanderthals fell to 
extinction 40,000 years ago. 
A recent study published 
in the Proceedings of 
the National Academy of 
Sciences proposes that we 
not only coexisted with 
the Neanderthals, but we 
may have shared the same 
sensitivity to sound as they 
did. Alexander Stoessel 
and colleagues from the 
Max Planck Institute for 
Evolutionary Anthropology 
in Leipzig, Germany 
suggest Neanderthal and 
modern human middle ear 
anatomy appears to have 
functioned in the same way. 
To uncover this finding, 
the researchers used 3D 
imaging to reconstruct the 
middle ear of Neanderthals 
by honing in on its three 
most prominent bones , or 
ossicles: the malleus, incus, 
and stapes. Researchers 
then compared the shape 
of the Neanderthal ossicles 
to that of African apes 
and anaromically modern 
I 
I 
I 
humans (AMH). A study 
design such as this was 
nearly impossible to 
conduct in the past, firstly 
because few Neanderthal 
ossicles have ever been 
discovered. Secondly, 
ossicles are the smallest 
bones in the human body, 
making them difficult to 
handle and their shape 
difficult to resolve. Stoessel 
and colleagues' research 
presents the largest 
sample size of Neanderthal 
ossicles to date, with 22 
ossicles from 14 individuals. 
More so, the ossicles cover 
a wide geographic region, 
spanning France, Germany, 
Israel, and Croatia. 
Because the size 
of the brain evolved 
separately in AMHs and 
Neanderthals, the spatial 
relationship of the ossicles 
within the tympanic 
cavity of the middle ear 
is different between the 
two species. Specifically, 
ossicles lie at a distinct 
angle within the 
Neanderthal middle 
ear, as compared to us 
AMH~. Although spatially 
differenr, the functional 
properties of the middle ear 
are equivalent between us, 
indicating that the middle 
ear underwent selective 
pressure to conserve 
auditory sensmvity that 
was inherited from the last 
common ancestor of AMHs 
and Neanderthals. 
Additionally, 
the findings indicate 
similarities between vocal 
communication in AMHs 
and in Neanderthals, 
suggesting Neanderthals 
may have been 
able to speak. 
This finding can 
turn our thinking about 
Neanderthals on its head," 
says Dr. Lisa Rapaport, 
an Assistant Professor 
and Behavioral Ecologist 
in Clemson's Biological 
Sciences Department. 
Her background is in 
anthropology, with her 
research emphasizing 
primatology. She 
explains that our view of 
Neanderrhals is one of 
the "primitive, bumbling 
brute - something less than 
us, trying to be us but too 
dim-witted to ever have 
won the evolutionary race." 
Stoessel and colleagues' 
findings have given us 
another piece of evidence 
that the Neanderthals 
were more sophisticated 
than we, AMHs, give them 
credit for. 
So, did the 
N eanderchals have 
language? 
"This research 
indicatesprobably yes, 
so it puts us one step 
closer to answering that 
age-old question," says 
Dr. Rapaport. 
LATE NIIHT PROGRAMMINI 
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TRUMP 2016: 
WHERE AMERICA GOES FROM HERE 
Photo courtesy of Wikipedla 
Mark Hinds 
Outlook Editor 
I do nor like to be wrong. Today, 
under these circumstances, is an 
exception. I did not think it would 
happen. I do nor think any of us did. 
I was certain that I would wake up this 
morning in a country ready to go under 
the command ofHRC. 
I was wrong, and I am glad. 
Today is a good day to be a 
conservative, it is a good day to be a 
Republican, and it is a good day to be 
an American. A Trump presidency is 
the most purely American event to take 
place in a long time. We have a long 
history of shooting the establishment, 
or the forces that are oppressing us, 
the bird and taking our country into 
our own hands. On Nov. 8, 2016, the 
American citizens did just that. 
We have burned the forest of 
the political establishment and left 
room for the growth of new populist, 
anti-status-quo political movement in 
politics. Donald Trump is the kidney 
uansplanc surgery that the polluted, 
dysfunctional body of American 
politics desperately needed. Politics in 
America will never be the same, and we 
have one man to thank: President-Elect 
Donald J. Trump. 
He single handedly fought, 
scratched, dug and clawed his way into 
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue. Whether 
you like him or not, you have co respect 
what he did. He beat the Democrats, 
he beat the Clinton machine, he beat 
16 other republican candidates, he beat 
the establishment of the Republican 
Party, he beat the media and he beat 
himsel£ No matter what he said or 
did, he could not be stopped. The 
hot mic tape leak boasting about non­
consensual grabbing, a tape that would 
have killed any ocher candidate, did not 
stop Donald Trump. 
The entirety of the mainstream 
media called him, among other 
things: sexist, racist, xenophobic and 
homophobic, but it did not stop him. 
He is a symbol ofthe American people's 
ability to see through even the most 
offensive speech in the hope of real, 
determined change. 
On Nov. 8, America put it's big 
boy and girl pants on and made a 
choice. The people chose to ignore the 
words of their candidate in the hope 
that his policies would finally address 
the disillusioned Midwest and the 
economically devastated manufacturing 
sector. To these people, their livelihood 
and the potential co have it back 
meant more than the promises of the 
left or the sometimes hateful speech 
of the right. 
I chose the same. I did so because I 
care about the sovereignty ofthe second 
amendment, religious liberty, free 
speech, border security, conservatism 
on the high court and most 
importantly the sanctity of life and the 
rights of the unborn. 
The election of Donald Trump 
gives me some hope for America, it 
makes me realize that not only do we 
see through the guise ofliberal political 
promises, but that we care about the 
percentage of the counuy chat both 
establishment parties have ignored. 
Blue collar Americans shouldn't be 
a dying breed, and Democrats only 
have themselves to blame for letting 
chem fall by the wayside. These are 
the people around our campus; former 
mill towns economically desuoyed by 
outsourcing and left behind during the 
economic recovery. 
This election shows me that we 
still have some "America'' left in us, we 
can still make a crucial decision when 
it comes down to it, we still got some 
roughness and some fight left in us and 
it isn't going anywhere. 
Moving forward, Tlllllllp muse 
be careful. He can choose the path of 
revenge and start a civil war within the 
GOP or move forward with "grace," 
as Hugh Hewitt would say. I believe 
he will choose grace. He muse choose 
a cabinet that will mend ties with Paul 
Ryan, the rest of the establishment, the 
Never-Trumpers and independents. He 
muse reunite and appease these elites 
because his success depends on it. My 
message to Trump would be to cake 
the high ground; choose nor revenge 
against those who did not support you, 
instead choose the high road, because 
these people will be crucial in moving 
this counuy forward. Trump needs 
friends right now. 
Call up Ted Cruz, make amends, 
there is your first nominee to the 
Supreme Court. The former Solicitor 
General ofTexas, a man with the honor 
of tendering nine arguments at the 
bar of the high court. He knows the 
constitution forwards and backwards 
and is a proven conservative. 
Up until today I was under the 
impression chat the Republican Party 
had some soul searching to do, that 
it needed to rethink it's policies and 
become more inviting co others, I 
thought it was imploding and bound 
to disband. Perhaps I was wrong. If 
Trump proves co make amends with 
the establishment, as I feel he will, he 
will have re-created the new Republican 
Party, in a rather smooth fashion. 
Now, maybe it is time for 
Democrats i:o do some soul searching, 
find some one who can steer their party 
back to the middle, out of far left field. 
We have learned from this election 
that far left ideas are not palatable to 
the American voter, even when the 
alternative is, for some, a tough pill to 
swallow. Democrats need to heed the 
message of this election. 
It is a great day to be an American. 
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Tigers' unbeaten streak ends and danipens playoffhopes 
Colin Halm could have won by if not for made a crucial tackle right throw so much was because passes he threw, no one Kendall Joseph. "Some stuff 
Asst. Sports Editor some questionable yellow before the line to gain. The the ground game was should be substantially angry were (sic.) things that we 
flags. Clemson committed receiver, Dontez Ford, was entirely inefficient. Running at Watson for throwing three didn't prepare for." 
The main difference nine penalties totaling 101 res1stmg the tackle and back Wayne Gallman rushed picks. It is unfortunate that Not being able to stop a core 
between the best teams yards. Twice, a penalty was stopped moving forward. 18 times for only 36 yards, he threw them when they pillar of the other team's 
and the very good teams is committed when Pitt would The whistle was blown well below his usual average. were so tantalizingly close to offense makes it hard to keep 
a simple one: endurance. have been forced to punt, to call the play dead, but Watson didn't- make any scoring, but such is life. them from scoring. That's 
The best teams have the giving the Panthers a fresh Boulware was called for headway there either (1.6 The last real problem wisdom. The Pitt offense 
endurance to win no matter set of downs. Twice, those a personal foul because yards per rush), so Coach was that as good as this put up 356 yards of offense 
what. They use their very penalties received a huge the referee felt he was Swinney reverted to using Brent Venables led defense in the first half, which is 
last reserves of energy to reaction from the crowd, continuing to bring down screen passes to substitute has been over the last astounding considering they 
make a tackle on the goal which contested the results. the receiver after the play for a run. three years, one offensive averaged 453 yards per game. 
line or an extra high jump Death Valley may have never was over. There was only When asked about technique that they hadn't Clemson made some good 
to force a turnover. Clemson heard so many boos before. one problem; Boulware and Pitt's run defense, Gallman seen much of was the shovel adjustments during halftime 
has been one of the best Late in the fourth Joseph were in the process said, "They just played great pass as an option in a play. and held the Panthers to just 
teams over the last few years, quarter, with Pittsburgh of falling when the whistle football, they just beat us to Clemson plays the triple­ 108 yards in the second half. 
but it seems they are still down by eight, safety was blown. They couldn't the point. I have to credit option spread (a scheme that The shovel pass became 
human after all. K'von Wallace was covering possibly have stopped it Pittsburgh, they played a involves tricking the defense much less effective, but they 
Clemson lost 43-42 tight end Scott Orndoff. from happening. great game." into not being able to follow had to leave the coverage 
when Chris Blewitt kicked The quarterback, Nathan While those two It worked for the most the ball with how many short and over the middle 
a 48-yard field goal after Peterman, overthrew the penalties could easily be part. What didn't work was options there are to give the to plug that hole, which is 
Pitt stopped the Tigers pass. Wallace was following blamed for the loss, there the red zone attempts. ball to) every year when they what allowed Pitt to march 
on 4th-and-1 on the Pitt Orndoff out of bounds, are two other and far more Coming into the game, face Georgia Tech, but even down the field to set up the 
45 . Despite his last name, due to his momentum, and compelling reasons. Chiefly, Watson had already thrown that scheme doesn't utilize game winning field goal. 
Blewitt would not be denied happened to place his hand that it doesn't matter how 10 interceptions in just nine the shovel pass. Even with a loss this 
the opportunity to give Pitt on Orndorf's shoulder for a many yards you throw for, games, good for one of the This option completely late in the season, Clemson's 
its first win over an AP-Top few moments. interceptions in the red zone worst in the nation. But take fooled the Clemson front. playoff hopes have not been 
5 team since 2007. That was enough for always hurt you. a step back for a moment. Every time the pocket dashed. Michigan (No. 3) 
A couple of things the referee to call a defensive Secondly, defending all Yes, he threw three collapsed and it looked like and Washington (No. 4) 
stood out in this loss: the holding penalty and give kinds of options including, interceptions, but he the Tigers would put up a also lost as well leaving only 
officiating has been getting the Panthers a new set of but not limited to, the had seventy attempts. sack, the ball would wildly Alabama sitting atop their 
worse, Clemson had no run downs. On the very next shovel pass is important in Doing some quick math, flip through the air for a golden throne. Clemson has 
game to speak of, Clemson play, James Conner rushed making sure the other team accounting for the fact that split second and find its way the benefit of having beaten 
doesn't know how to defend for a touchdown and put can't score. his interception rate so far into a receiver's waiting arms Louisville earlier in the 
a shovel pass and records Pitt within two points. Watson threw for an was 3.15 percent, Watson for a positive gain. year and, unless the Tigers 
don't necessarily win games. Another penalty, in the ACC-record 580 yards in one should have been expected "We never stop making lose to Wake Forest or the 
While it isn't fair to blame third quarter, was called game and at the same time to throw three interceptions. adjustments, so for us, we Gamecocks, they still have 
this loss on poor officiating, against Ben Boulware. completing a school-record That isn't an opinion, that is were just trying to find the ACC Championship to 
it still begs the question of Boulware, and fellow 52 passes on 70 attempts. stone cold fact. answers for what they were prove that they have what it 
how many points Clemson linebacker Kendall Joseph, The reason. Watson had to With the amount of doing," said Linebacker takes to be a playoff team. 
CLEMSON DIVING LOOKING FORWARD TO 
BRIGHT SEASON 
Cole Little two of them qualified for the helping keep that trend alive. 
Senior Staf[Writer NCAA Zone B Championships The swimming and 
with their performances diving season is still in it's 
There is a sense of in Clemson's second meet early stages, with the regular 
excitement emanating from of the year. season running through early 
the McHugh Natatorium Several other divers have February. With the ACC 
this season, as the Clemson since garnered berths in the and NCAA Championships 
diving team is displaying much NCAA Zone Championships, thereafter, Clemson will boast 
promise early in their season. including burgeoning several incredible divers looking 
Longtime head coach Leslie sophomore Jaya Brown. After for titles. 
Hasselbach Adams has the team defeating UNC Wilmington, Clemson will look to build 
off to a great start, with the East Carolina and UNC upon its fall momentum once 
Tigers going 5-1 in their first six Wilmington simultaneously, conference play begins this 
diving competitions. West Florida and Navy twice, Thursday. The Georgia Tech 
With Sarah Braun and respectively, the Tigers reached and Virginia Tech Invitational 
Danielle Reitsma serving as the a 5-0 start. Despite falling to competitions open the 
lone seniors on the 13-woman South Carolina with a 28-10 conference slate for the Tigers 
squad, the team is fairly young, score, the Tigers were solid in later this week, as the crux of the 
but one would not be able to their sixth meet. season approaches for Clemson. 
tell much from their early- The Clemson swimming Aspirations are naturally 
season performances. and diving program dropped high surrounding the diving 
In their opening swimming six years ago but program for the remainder of 
competition at UNC has done an excellent job the season, as their October 
Wilmington, the Tigers fared of committing to diving and November · showings
I 
well, with Clemson divers and embracing the new have generated excitement. 
earning the top five spots in culture established by Coach If Coach Hasselbach 
I both the three-meter and Hasselbach Adams. In recent Adams's track record is any 
five-meter events. Along years, a bevy of Clemson divers indication, the Tigers will 
with Reitsma, sophomore have been some of the best in continue to produce · and 
I Sarah Blank has had excellent the Atlantic Coast Conference, impress for the rest of the 2016-
showings so far this fall. The and Reitsma, among others, is 17 season. 
I 
CLEMSON DIVING SCHEDULE: 
Nov. 17-19: Georgia Tech Invitational . 
Nov. 17-19: Virginia Tecl1 I11vitatio11al 
Dec. 14: Floricla Gulf Coast 
Jan. 3-5: Tennessee Divi11g Invitational 
PLAYERS TO WAT.CH FOR: 
• • C O < 
Sarah Braun .- ··•. Se11ior · ·.·• 
Da11ielle l{eitstna - Se11ior 
Saral1 Bla11k Sopl10111ore 
' 
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FOOTBALL 
PLAYOFF · 
I 
I 
Photo courtesy of Zennie Abraham via Fllckr 
SHAKING up the 
playoff picture 
Three top four losses leave playoff 
rankings jum,bled 
Allison Daniel back towards USC. is ranked at No. 6. The 
Sports Editor The Trojans took Cardinals beat Wake Forest 
advantage of the opportunity on Saturday 44-12 after a 
It was a wild weekend and extended their lead to slow start. 
for college football, and one 24-13 with a touchdown Clemson beat 
the College Football Playoff and never looked back. Louisville earlier in the 
committee will have to onThe defense would add season and unless Clemson 
contend with come Tuesday a safety to make it 26-13 loses to Wake Forest, the 
evening. Going into the Cardinals have abut the Trojans never had to will not 
weekend, the playoff picture worry about Washington's chance to compete in the 
looked pretty sincestable offense. The run game ACC · Championship game 
only one of the top four was non-existent and USC in December. 
facing ranked great job pressuring 
opponent, and that was No. 
teams was a did a It looks like, for now, 
quarterback Jake Browning. Louisville will be ranked 
4 Washington facing No. 20 The Trojans won it 26-13 to ahead of Clemson and will 
USC at home. That was a hand the Huskies their first probably even move into 
favorable matchup for the loss of the season as well. the top four this week. Thar 
Huskies so no big games They are now 9-1 and could change if Clemson 
were staring at the four best are sitting in the second spot wins out and wins the ACC 
teams in the country. in their division. However, later in the year. 
Things unraveled they still have a chance With Michigan now 
quickly. to win it when they play sitting at one loss along
It started with No. Washington State later in with Ohio State, one of 
2 Clemson facing a 5-4 the season. those teams will finish with 
Pittsburgh team whose Finally, No. 3 Michigan at least two losses after the 
best win was over a then­ was facing 5-4 Iowa team head-to-head match up. 
unranked Penn St. team. on the road. Of these three That means you can write 
The Tigers were heavily games, this one was the one off at least one of them. 
home but fromfavored at some analysts warned to from playoff contention. 
the beginning Pitt showed watch for. Assuming whichever one 
they were not a team to be It was a classic Big 10 wins the head-to-head also 
taken lightly. football game with defense goes on to win the Big
Clemson's highly being the star of the show. 10, that team still has an 
touted defense couldn't It wasn't until there was excellent shot at making the 
stop the Panthers from four minutes left in the first final four. 
them andrunning all over quarter that the Wolverines Washington is a bit 
gave up 156 rushing yards scored the first points of more questionable. The 
along with 308 passing the game on a field goal. It playoff committee already
yards. There were some was a bit surprising since showed their doubts about 
questionable penalties Michigan's offense was the Huskies when they
called on the Tiger defense, ranked third nationally ranked them No. 5 in the 
but at the end of the day entering the game, but initial rankings despite
they were unable to handle Iowa's defense was up their perfect record, 
Pitt's offensive scheme. to the task. putting a then-one loss 
The Clemson offense The score was 13-11 Texas A&M team 
was able to go toe-to-toe late in the fourth quarter ahead of them. 
with them but were unable when Iowa quarterback Now that they lost, it 
to put the game away when C.J. Beathard threw an seems likely the committee 
they had the chance. interception. It looked like will punish them for it. Quarterback Deshaun the game was over and fans However, USC was a 
Watson threw three in Iowa City were quiet. ranked opponent unlike 
interceptions, two of which The Hawkeye defense the other two top four 
were in the red zone, which was not giving up on the losses on Saturday.
ultimately cost the Tigers. game and they stopped The Pac 12 is a 
Clemson fell 43-42 off a Michigan to force a mess arid it seemed that 
game winning field goal punt before the end Washington was the 
from Pitt's Justin Blewitt of regulation. conference's only chance 
to ruin their perfect season. On the kick, the at getting a team into the 
They sit at 9-1 overall and Wolverines were flagged playoffs. That dream isn't 
can still clinch the ACC for penalty dead but isa facemask quite yet it 
Atlantic division with which set Iowa up at the hanging on by a thread. 
a win over Wake Forest Michigan 36 yard-line with This week's rankings
next weekend. under 1:30 to play. Keith will most likely look 
Next up, No. 4 Duncan drilled a 33-yard very odd assuming the 
Washington w a s attempt as time expired ro committee moves teams up
facing No. 20 USC at home. give the Hawkeyes a 14-13 in the order they currently 
By the time the Clemson victory and ruin Michigan's are. If that is the case, the 
game ended, Washington perfect season. top four will be Alabama, 
was down 17-6 going into The Wolverines are also State,Ohio Louisville 
the half and more than a now 9-1 but are tied for and Wisconsin. A . two 
few people were raising first in their division. They loss Wisconsin team in the 
their eyebrows. control their own destiny top four? It looks like it. 
Washington came into when they face Ohio State In a week where there 
the game with the second in a couple of weeks. were no big "upset alerts" 
highest scoring offense in So, what does all of brewing, the entire playoff
the country, averaging over this mean for Clemson's picture got turned upside
48 points per game. playoff hopes? down. The committee will 
Washington got the There are several have to decide what to 
momentum in the second scenarios that could unfold, do with all of these teams 
half. After scoring a 70- and with two weeks still as well a few other ooe­
yard touchdown when a left in the regular season it loss teams who have b<;en 
Trojan defender slipped in is hard to predict exactly playing well in recent weeks. 
coverage, the Washington where teams will end up. Going into Tuesday's 
up Obviously, losing to an 
an interception to put 
defense came with selection show there is ohly 
unranked opponent at home one certainty; Alabama 
the ball back in their will hurt the Tigers and they will be the No. 1 team. 
star quarterback's hands. will take a tumble in the The new rankings
However, that drive led to a rankings. How far they fall will be unveiled on 
Sophomore defender Sam Staab (15) is one of the Tigers leading defensive players. 
Clemson soccer teams 
compete in postseason 
play 
Allison Daniel minute when Shannon lead. The Tigers began to 
Horgan scored off an assist find some force in theirSports Editor 
from Emily Byorch. attacking third but were 
The Clemson women's Horgan is known for burned on a counter attack 
soccer team faced off against her prowess out wide and from the Demon Deacons. 
Northeastern University on she launched a shot from A 2-0 deficit was bad 
Sunday in the first round 28-yards out, over the enough but Wake wasn't 
of the NCAA Tournament. keeper's head to score and done yet. In the closing
The Tigers earned a three give Clemson a 1-0 lead they moments of the first 
seed in the tournament 
would not surrender. half, they added another 
and hosted the first round Northeastern was held goal to take a 3-0 lead 
contest at Historic Riggs largely in check for the rest into the half. 
Field. This is the second year of the game as the· Tiger's After the half, the 
in a row the team has earned defense gave up only two Demon Deacons were 
a spot in the tournament. shots in the second half, content to sit back and 
Last year they lost in the only one of which forced a defend their 3-0 lead. The 
second round to Ole Miss 
save from senior goalkeeper Tigers were able to claw 
after beating Furman in the Kailen Sheridan. Sam Staab, back one goal in the 61 st 
first round. This year they Claire Wagner and Emily minute off a penalty kick 
will look to improve on 
and Gabby Byorch played an from Tanner Dieterich. 
that performance, especially excellent game defensively The damage in the first 
after a disappointing loss 
and did a nice job containing half was too much to 
to Florida State in the 
some of the faster players overcome and the Tigers
ACC Semifinals earlier for Northeastern. fell 3-1 as Wake Forrest 
this month. The Tigers are claimed the ACC Title. 
Sunday was the first 
unbeaten at home this A combination of 
step for them. The first 
season, posting a 10-0-2 poor defense and stifled 
half started slowly for both 
record at Historic Riggs offense was the story of 
teams but Clemson had the Field. North Carolina is the game. All season the 
edge in shots taken 9-5 but hosting the second and third Tiger defense has looked 
each team only had one 
rounds of the tournament shaky on counters and 
shot on goal. The Tigers between Nov. 18-20. The that was the cas·e again
had a cuuple of dangerous Tigers will travel to Chapel on Sunday. Sophomore
chances on set pieces but Hill to face Arkansas in the goalkeeper Ximo Miralles 
none of them found the 
second round of the NCAA was forced to come out 
net. Those plays also led to Tournament. Arkansas and attempt to cut down 
a couple of Northeastern is 18-5 and defeated shot angles which allowed 
counter attacks that almost Memphis 2-1 m their first the Wake Forrest forwards 
caught Clemson off guard, 
round game. the chance to have an open
since they like to bring a Also on Sunday, the net ro shoot at. 
lot of numbers forward on 
men's soccer team competed Wake's defense did a 
set pieces. The defense was in the ACC Championship great job of neutralizing
able to step up and hold off game in Charleston the Clemson attack. Some 
the counters which kept the 
against Wake Forrest. The of the best chances came 
score level at 0-0 going into Tigers earned a spot in the midway through the first 
the half. 
championship by defeating half but were cleared each 
Clemson's offense is Boston College 1-0 in the time before Clemson 
known for its explosiveness 
semifinal game at Riggs could get a decent shot off. 
and for the variety of its Field. Wake Forrest defeated Clemson's season 
attacks. That unit was kept Louisville 2-1 in their isn't over yet. They will 
quiet in the game against 
semifinal matchup. be one of the 48 teams 
Florida State as well as the The first half was a selected for- the NCAA 
first half of this match. It disaster for Clemson. In the Tournament, it is just a 
was only a matter of time 24th minute, Wake Forrest matter of where they end 
until they found their took the first shot of the up. The selection show is 
rhythm again and that game and found the back of Monday, Novembet 14 
moment game in the 61st the net to take an early 1-0 at 1 p.m. 
field goal attempt that was is the interesting part. In the Tuesday, November 15 at 9 Diego Campos (9) and the Clemson offense were held to one goal against Wake Forrest. blocked, swinging things current rankings, Louisville p.m. on ESPN. I 
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Interview by Saavon Smalls/ /TimeOut Editor Photo contributed by Danny Olguin 
S:aavon Smalls (SS)i When until CARPOOLPARTY. In music and beat making. the more dated to the were a rock or indie band. 
did you guy11 first #tart out fact CARPOOLPARTY was Nowadays I look for Vinyl 90s the better. SS1 What hlu been your M: I personally faced many 
in the mu,ic iodu.tt,y? at first a throwaway project, rips and samples from 80s and Mt In the studio, we favurite performance so learning curves early on 
making a lame EDM album 90s subculture, commercials, approach the writing process farr in our project. A couple 
Danny (D): I started out by before completely re-writing shopping mall music, period a lot like we would approach years ago, I was a newbie at 
teaching piano and music it into what we have now. fashion and video games. I writing pop music, except D: For me, any performance dancing, and I hardly knew 
theory in 2012 in a small M: We share a lot of quirks try to use them in our music that we incorporate a few where we can get our what pop or R&B was, let 
music school in Utah, from and get along really well to infuse each song with rules during the writing audience dancing is my alone how to sing it. It's hard 
then on I learned audio but, ironically, music has nostalgic references. It's all process, most of which favorite performance. So, so to imagine. I had poor social 
engineering and began been the biggest thing that very intentional. involve making sure certain far, all of them. skills, and was very scared to 
working at a production we've disagreed on. I think Mi When I write melodies, elements of our songs M: A few months ago we be a lead singer. I terrified 
studio a year after that. It s been because we' re and when I perform, I hearken back to the 90s. were, coincidentally, playing me to imagine doing what 
Mary (M): In 2012, I'd both so passionate about look to classic R&B and First we lay down the beat outside near a Black Lives we do now as a band, but 
started working as a piano it. When we approached mix those influences with and the bass. The beat must Matter protest. We were now it's exciting and I look 
accompanist for music CARPOOLPARTY as a more modern ones. While be 105 BPM and the bass singing about unity and forward to what's in store. 
students and ballet classes less-serious project, we were performing, if a song feels and percussion need to have making it through terrible 
around Utah. I had been able to let go of our strong more soulful, I like to take a sound that might belong times. The words we were SS: What can we expect 
accompanying choirs for opinions and to work the from the stage presence in funk, disco, or old-school singing really touched me from CARPOOLPARTY 
years, since I was 12 or 13, project into something we of Whitney Houston. hip hop music. Then we lay that day because I could feel o\'1:r the next few months? 
so a lot of time and practice both love. For one song, I like to down the synch, then the more powerfully the pain 
went into being able to play imagine the lead singer of vocal hooks and then the behind them, which caused D: At least one new music 
for profit. SS: lo a recent interview, Chvrches, and sometimes verses. More and more we've the hope I felt in the music video. And a couple of 
you guys described your I like to imagine Dytto (a been trying to include 90s to feel more powerful as well. new songs. We're currently 
SS: Have yon alway• wanted music as "Vapordance." female robotic dancer skilled references in our lyrics or recording about 5-6 new 
to be mu.~idaus? Can you go into a little in tutting and popping). write in a style typical of that SS: · Do you guys have a songs we're thinking of 
more detail about how While writing melodies, era. We include samples at particular song that you releasing this winter-early 
D: No. When I was a kid you'd describe that genre? sometimes I like to make different parts of the writing love to perform together? spring. Also a lot more 
I wanted to be an artist. I it work more for R&B, process, depending on the shows. We just found a new 
really enjoy drawing. Hence, D: "Vapordance" is a and sometimes we write song. Typically we add effects D: My favorite song to do booking agent and we're 
I also do Graphic Design musical genre made up of lines that are simple like in to make the samples ethereal. together is "Choking on a excited about the prospects. 
for CARPOOLPARTY and disco, vaporwave, funk and japanese pop. The samples can come from Notion". It's the first rap song 
private clients. I was always hip hop. The "Vapor-" part a variety of sources, such I've ever written. We usually SS: If you could say one 
around music but I didn't comes from our vaporwave SS: With vapordance beiug as old computer sounds, do it in the middle of our thing to the Clemson and 
gain a desire to be a musician influence, a genre that would a newer genre, what is the video games, commercials show and it's always fun to Greenville community, 
until I was 16. take an entire other article to process like for creating or anything that invokes see a lot of heads turn when what would it be? 
M: Yes, among other things. properly describe. If you've your music? 90s nostalgia. I take the vocal lead after 
I wanted to be a composer ever seen any memes of being in the background up D: Be kind to each other! 
since I started playing piano Roman statues holding Fiji D: Vapordance so far follows SS: What was the until that point. Sometimes it's not about 
at age 10- I never imagined Water bottles, posing in a few rules for us: 1) Faster reasoning behind the name M: Hot Tapes is one of my who's right, it's about who's 
that I would be a singer. I also front of a pink and teal pixel than hip hop, Slower than CARPOOLPARTY? favorites to perform with loved. It's easy to love people 
wanted to be an entrepreneur art tropical \,ackground, EDM. Right now all of our Daniel. I sing the least on we have no problem agreeing 
since I was very young. I've all arranged ironically in a songs (with the exception D: At first it was just that song, so I love to dance with but I think we should 
wanted to be a computer Fibonacci sequence, then of one collaboration) are meaningless name that we more! During that song, I try to love everyone. It's a 
programmer as well and to you've SEEN, vaporwave all at 105 BPM. 2) A heavy thought sounded catchy. find it really satisfying to life-long process. 
develop progressive music or pieces of it. Explaining aesthetic emphasis on 90s Since then it's acquired more see people really getting into M: Remember to take 
learning software. how it sounds is even subcultural tropes more meaning, traveling and road Daniel's raps. I like getting care of the people in your 
more ridiculous. But we're so than the 80s. 3) Drums tripping often, shooting our into his raps, too! community and to support 
SS: When it comes to not vaporwave, we only typically must have a thick first music almost entirely the local programs and 
you two, how well do you use parts of vaporwave in vinyl or drum machine kick, from our car over 2 .2K miles. SS: What has been the initiatives in your area. 
click together? our aesthetics. layered claps and snare. We've even lived out of our biggest hurdle that you 
4) Bass must be thick and car for months at a time, gnys have had to overcome? 
.D1 Well, seeing as how we're SS: You guys have a few moogish following early usually by choice. Truly we 
married, I hope we click well diffuent influem:es (Daft hip hop or thick, crunchy feel like CARPOOLPARTY D: There are many bigger 
together (laughs). Actually, l'unk, Ode,:r:a, Gorillu, electric bass following disco. is becoming more of a verb. hurdles up ahead but I would 
CARPOOLPARTY is the Tony 'fonl Tone, 80'.~ lie 5) Moderate to heavy use of M : We love how have to say, looking back the 
only project among many 90'• Ji.pauc.e Mui.tk, auxiliary percussion tightly straightforward the name is, biggest we've overcome at 
projects we've done together Jane~ J11ckson, Difma filling in off beats akin to plus I think the word easily this point is finishing our 
where we finally clicked. We RoH, Amedcan, Korean nu-disco. 6) Must use at least invokes feelings of positivity, first album and completingI 
couldn't decide on a genre & Japane.,e Fasliion). one sample of something cooperation, fun and our first hour of all original 
before that. We would argue Haw have they impacted from the 90s: audio car adventure. For us, playing music. We decided that if 
a lot back and forth about yonrwo,k? manuals, documentaries of our music is a constant we're going to do a band 
our musical differences. the dangers of video games, reminder to live fearlessly full time, we're doing only 
I We've done jazz, rock, punk, D: When I first got into interviews asking about what and to have fun building originals first. Vapordance 
indie and Acoustic, but never Gorillaz, it basically was the internet is and warped relationships and making gives us the freedom to 
really got along musically the catalyst to my electronic samples from movies; good memories. invent a lot more than if we 
I 
Yoll 
CARPO 
atTheC 
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A •strange• but lackluster experience 
Marvel 1s 1Doctor Strange• tells the same old story 
James Kidd 
Contributor 
While Disney is by 
no means on a losing streak 
like Warner Bros in keeping 
their superhero movie 
franchise afloat - all you 
need to do is check out FX's 
weekly marathons and the 
sheer amount of merchandise 
at your local Walman to see 
that the Marvel mania isn't 
going away anytime soon 
there is no denying that with 
fourteen films under its belt, 
tedium is beginning to set 
in, whether Mickey wants 
it to or not. While "Civil 
War" and "Guardian's" tried 
their hands at shaking up the 
universe a bit by introducing 
a great villain or infusing 
themselves with a good bit 
of oddball style, there is no 
denying that the typical 
"world in peril" and quip­
fest formula that Marvel 
Cinematic showrunner 
Kevin Feige set up is in need 
of some creative life. 
Enter "Doctor Strange", 
the latest and most 
psychedelic entry in the 
Marvel franchise. Boasting 
one of the - please don't kill 
me- strangest an d most " out 
there" characters, the film 
easily has the most potential 
in regards to something 
unique being done with it, as 
anything can really go with 
magic. "Doctor Strange" 
does take advantage of this 
premise well, providing 
some genuinely stunning 
action scenes, as well as 
finally having a memorable 
and fitting soundtrack, a 
first for the Marvel movies. 
While all that might sound 
great, it really only made 
"Strange" all the more 
disappointing, as while the 
trippy CGI might stun you, 
it can't hide its derivative 
plot with little to no stakes, 
cementing itself with ''Age of 
Ultron" and "Thor 2" as one 
of the weakest links in the 
Marvel Universe. 
For those of you who 
don't know the origin of 
Marvel's Sorcerer Supreme 
- which I can't blame you 
for considering he's more 
of a B-tier hero popularity 
wise - the story follows 
Doctor Stephen Strange 
(Benedict Cumberbatch), 
a brilliant, but insufferably 
arrogant neurosurgeon who 
essentially · loses the ability 
to reliably use his hands, and 
through that his livelihood. 
While this might humble 
most people, this only 
makes Strange even more 
of an asshole, pushing away 
Christine Palmer (Rachel 
McAdams), his former lover 
and last true friend, as each 
surgery attempt fails. 
Desperate for a cure, he 
eventually winds up at the 
doorsteps of the Ancient One 
(Tilda Swinton), a master of 
sorcery who opens his eyes 
up to new dimensions and 
realities within our own. 
However, the introduction 
of unimaginable power and 
worlds come equally powerful 
threats against Earth, this 
time in the form of Kaecilius 
(Mads Mikkelsen), a former 
student of the Ancient One 
who has found a new way for 
the world to be run, and it's 
safe to say that anyone who 
likes living won't be a fan 
of it. 
Though the plot 
synopsis might not clue 
you in, it's hard to watch 
"Doctor Strange" and not 
see the numerous plot and 
character similarities from 
the first "Iron Man" movie 
and Tony Stark. While this 
is more of an issue against 
Stephen Strange's comic 
book origin, that doesn't 
excuse the fact that this is 
essentially the fourth time 
Marvel has used this same 
origin story template, and 
considering nothing else 
narratively was switched 
up (the world rs still about 
to be blown up yet again, 
woefully underdeveloped 
villain, training montage 
where the protagonist 
becomes the master in a 
matter of seconds), I feel like 
I could have slept through 
any amount of scenes in 
the movie and been able to 
easily fill in the blank due 
to how strictly the movie 
adheres to the formula. 
There is nothing wrong with 
sticking to whatever works, 
but considering Marvel has 
been facing these issues for 
fourteen movies at this point 
without bothering to fix them 
is flat out lazy. I will have to 
give "Doctor Strange" one 
thing though, in that it gives 
the villain for the inevitable 
sequel some development 
and set up, although it could 
have been done better. 
The script itself is also 
very uneven, with many 
jokes and quips feeling very 
forced and unbefitting of 
the characters. At one point, 
Strange makes jokes about 
Beyonce and Eminem, 
which might make sense 
with Scott Lang's character 
from ''Antman", but sounds 
completely unnatural 
coming from the egotistical 
protagonist obsessed with 
older music presented earlier 
on in the movie. There was 
also a point in the movie 
where Strange goes on 
about how he refuses to 
break the Hippocratic Oath 
when fighting the villains, 
but at the very beginning 
of the film he refuses to 
perform surgery on people in 
desperate situations because 
it would break his "perfect 
record." Inconsistencies 
like these begin to build 
as the movie goes forward, 
which is surprising that no 
one pointed out during the 
production stage. 
Thankfully, "Doctor 
Strange" at least makes efforts 
to pick up the narrative 
slack by bringing some truly 
entertaining visual effects. 
Although not being quite 
mind-blowing, the things 
that Strange and his sorcerer 
cohorts pull off are nothing 
less than a visual treat, 
providing an experience 
that essentially boils down 
to "Inception" and "The 
Matrix" having a baby, 
and then said baby being 
dropped in acid. Trailers and 
ads have shown off the trippy 
battle that turns London into 
a M.C. Escher work, the 
two standouts for me were 
when the Ancient One sends 
Strange on a light speed tour 
throughout the mystical 
universe, and during the 
final battle where the newly 
minted Sorcerer Supreme 
turns back time itself. 
There isn't too much 
to argue about acting wise 
either, as while Marvel may 
struggle with decent writing, 
they always knock it out 
of the park when it comes 
to casting. Cumberbatch 
essentially plays a mix 
of Sherlock, House and 
Tony Stark, which ends up 
working fine considering 
the character. Tilda Swinton 
is easily the highlight here, 
as all controversy aside, she 
completely looks the part 
of th~ otherworldly Ancient 
One and brings a good bit 
of liveliness and some of the 
best lines to the movie. 
However, perhaps my 
biggest grievance here is how 
completely wasted Mads 
Mikkelsen was as the villain 
Kaecilius. As anyone who 
has watched the television 
adaptation of "Hannibal" or 
have even watched "Casino 
Royale" or "The Hunt" 
can attest, Mikkelsen is a 
masterclass actor, and a great 
person to take over the villain 
role in just about anything. 
While he at least has one 
or two more lines than the 
average Marvel movie villain 
of the week-which already 
isn't saying much-he is 
given virtually nothing to 
work with, and really doesn't 
even serve as a decent foil to 
Doctor Strange. Kaecilius is 
all about order, while Strange 
just doesn't want to have any 
part in the world of sorcery 
beyond fixing his hands, so 
they really shouldn't have any 
beef with one another, but 
for some reason the plot still 
forces them to duke it out. 
Rachel McAdams's 
Christine Palmer doesn't 
fare much better as Strange's 
love interest, and is largely 
forgotten about for most 
of the movie, only to be 
brought back when Strange 
gets himself into trouble. 
Superhero and action movies 
have very rarely had any good 
romantic interest characters 
- poor Natalie Portman 
can attest to that after her 
stint in the Thor movies -
but at least they get more 
screen time than McAdams's 
did here. 
"Doctor Strange" finds 
itself operating in a strange 
limbo of sorts in comparison 
to the rest of Marvel's fare. In 
one way, it actually manages 
to set itself apart and take 
full advantage of one of 
the odder characters in the 
universe by its outstanding 
visual effects, but in others, 
it not only brings to light but 
magnifies the severely lacking 
scripts and writing that goes 
into the MCU's movies 
nowadays. Unfortunately, no 
amount of CGI spectacle can 
hide issues as serious as that, 
and Marvel better find chat 
out now rather than later. 
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WHA1, SEX IS THE BEST SEX? 
For years we've seen fun togeth,blf y/)1.l ®l · you regret. you're enJoytng it with a 
the debate on what kind probably havefun toget/l~r. Besr cise scenario, person you enjoy. Your 
of sex takes the trophy as Sex is w~ir-d enough the two of you are strapped experiences are heightened 
the best hands down ever: without beirig afraid of in for a good time and by virtue of your liking the 
hate sex, fun sex, rough embarrassing yourself, and the trust between you is fact that your parrner likes 
sex, kinky sex, slow sex, once you find a partner a higher than it might be it. It's a circle of good sex 
making love or sleepy that can laugh along with on a blind hookup. There's vibes. 
sex. The list goes on. As you without ruining the norhing ro be embarrassed Embrace the good sex 
a college student, I advise bedroom mood altogether, about, so riow you can try vibes; be with the person 
you to test each one for you'll find yourself way whatever kind ofsex you've you vibe with. 
your own preferences more relaxed and open to heard is the Best SexTM. So go forth on your 
(using protection, please having a good time. Maybe Whether your intent valiant and sexy mission 
Jesus lord) and responsibly it's the fear of fatting or is mixing it up or getting to discover the Best SexTM, 
play the field to your raging having a bad 'O' face, but to chat fabled 'making love' by finding your Best 
hormones' delight. But to being tense about sex is status, having a parrner you PartnerrM_ 
give you a leg up on your only going to make you feel trust and enjoy spending 
search for the Best SexTM, I like you're going through time with makes any sexual 
thought I'd help you out. the motions (if you know foray a great advenrure. 
The truth is, when what I mean). Even if it doesn't work out 
your horizontal tango Instead, think about - say you didn't install a XOXQparrner fits with you, any laughing, cracking jokes sex swing correctly or close 
sex is the best. during foreplay, rolling missionary is too sweaty 
I know that sounds out your shoulders and for your taste - you can 
like the millennial version realizing that ifyou made it chalk it up as a good try 
of a Hallmark Card, but this far and the pants are off, and order pizza together 
bear with me. After some the chances ofyour parrner to make up for it. That's all 
field playing myself, the walking out are pretty slim. not to mention that when 
best conclusion I've come Worst case scenario, they an experiment goes good, 
to is this: if you can have see an embarrassing tattoo it's all the better because 
Photos courtesy of PIXABAY 
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really, really bad. And it depends Joseph Messier 
Contributor on whom you ask. 
For starters, everyone will 
So it seems that the next be unimaginably wealthy. Trump 
president of the United States is has said that he is ready to take on 
going to be Donald Trump, who the incredibly daunting challenge 
is due to take office in January. that is the current U.S. economy. 
To put it simply, America is in Assuming he keeps his word, the 
an uproar. Trump supporters are national debt will be repaid (at 
furiously celebrating, and Hillary least partially) and America will 
supporters are furiously rioting. flourish. If there is no more debt, 
So the question of the day is: then it can be presumed that 
what will the United States of people will be able to keep money 
Trump look like? Well, as far as that they would have previously 
I can tell, there are two ways that had to use to service their debt. 
it could go: really, really great, or Ifno one has to spend any more 
money, then everyone is rich! 
Presto, everyone's a millionaire! 
Now the topic that everyone 
always associates with Trump: the 
wall. Trump's wall will definitely 
be effective at fulfilling its task: 
keeping those damn Canadians 
out. Not only will those maple 
syrup-loving Eskimos no longer 
be able to sneak into the country 
and steal our jobs, but all those 
people that said they would move 
to Canada after the election will 
be trapped! Nobody loses! 
On the other hand, Trump's 
visionofAmericamaynotactually 
be compatible with the reality of 
modern America and everything 
could go south. Trump talked a 
lot about ending trade inequalities 
with China. Since pretty much 
everything in America is made 
by China (including American 
flags, how ironic), ifTrump cuts 
international ties, America won't 
have any goods. Ifwe don't have 
any goods and can't mobilize fast 
enough, America will probably 
enter a second Great Depression. 
Personally, I really don't want to 
have to hunt or grow my own 
food. I have absolutely no idea 
how to grow Pop-Tarts or hunt 
hot dogs. 
Now suppose things under 
Trump get REALLY bad. Maybe 
China didn't like Trump severing 
trade ties. Maybe they get a litrle 
handsy with the nukes. I hope 
America doesn't get turned into a 
large smoking crater in the earth. 
But maybe that would be better 
than something like the Fallout 
&anchise happening after World 
War III is begun. 
Hopefully college will save 
us from a draft. 
But anyway, no matter the 
outcome ofTrump becoming the 
supreme leader ofone of the most 
powerful countries in the world, 
I'm sure we'll be fine. Probably. 
*This articl~ 
isco~let~ 
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Finding the perfect pooch for the 
President.-elect Myra Hutto, Contributor 
It's not time to take a sigh 
of reliefyet because the fun is not 
over. In fuct, it is just beginning, 
so buckle your seat belts and 
enjoy the ride of finding the 
Commander's Companion 
alongside your favorite fortune 
teller (me). The best part of any 
day is coming home to a wagging 
tail so deciding which companion 
will be in the White House is 
always difficult for a First Family. 
The Trump's along with their 
First Dog will be on Pennsylvania 
Avenue soon, so which lucky 
breed will be the "it" dog for the 
next four years or maybe more if 
the Trumpers are lucky. 
Donald Trump will want to 
have a companion who is similar 
to him, I would think. Because of 
this, I have decided his First Dog 
should be one of these: 
1. Chorkie - The Chorkie 
is part Chihuahua and part 
Yorkshire Terrier, and this breed is 
completely unique. The Chorkie 
is stubborn and persistent just 
like Trump. Neither the Chorkie 
nor Donald Trump understands 
when enough is enough. Chorkies 
love to "yap." I am uncertain as to 
whom would "yap" the most in 
this feisty friendship: Donald or 
the Chorkie. As with Donald, the 
Chorkie is fiery and not afraid to 
be vocal. The Chorkie does not 
like children and neither does 
the Donald. 
2. Dandie Dinmont 
Terrier - A Dandie Dinrnont 
Terrier is a small breed of dog in 
the terrier family. The breed has a 
distinctive "top-knot" of hair on 
its head. This "top-knot" reminds 
me of Donald's hair, so it would 
be the perfect dog for Trump. 
This terrier is known for being 
a gentleman in the dog world 
because this breed tends to be sofi: 
spoken, so Donald could learn a 
thing or two fi:om this pup. 
3. Bloodhound - The 
Bloodhound is known as 
investigating with their 
magnificent nose. Because 
Donald is determined to hunt 
down those he finds dangerous, 
this dog is a great fit for him and 
for his goals in office. When the 
Bloodhound picks up a scent, 
they are stubborn to let it go and 
won't listen to reason. This sounds 
a little furniliar to the personality 
ofDonald. 
4. Beauceron The 
Beauceron appeals to Donald 
Trump's sensitive business 
side. This bread is intelligent 
and versatile in tasks involving 
learning, memory and reasoning. 
This bread is extremely loyal just 
like Donald. He wants to make 
America great again, so maybe he 
just needs a great companion to 
help him along the way. 
5. Minature Bull Terrier 
- The Minature Bull Terrier 
is comical and mischievous. 
Everyone won't just be laughing 
at this dog during his presidential 
term. This breed is stubborn and 
needs to be trained with a furn 
hand. It's hard to train a dog when 
the owner needs some work, but 
I'm sure Melania can do it. 
Although these options for 
the First Dog are all great, only 
one dog can become the First 
Dog. They all have one thing in 
common: they will be the one 
who loves the Commander when 
some Americans may not. Afi:er 
all, love is wet noses, sloppy kisses 
and wagging tails. So, the First 
Dog will ttuly be a companion 
of love and laughter for the First 
Family and America, as well. 
Across 
1 - Building block brand; 
5 - Meditative sect; 
8 - Monetary unit of Austria; 
12 - Volunteer's words; 
13 - Mythical hell; 
15 - Nautical speed unit; 
16- Sandusky's lake; 
17 - Slippery as __; 
18 - Prepare a book or film for 
release; 
19 - Basic; 
22 - "Evil Woman" grp.; 
23 -Xenon, e.g.;· 
24 - Salty drop; 
26 - Code ofsilence; 
29 - Afi:ican fly; 
31 - Simian; 
32 - Strange and mysterious; 
34- Rate; 
36 - Ollie's partner; 
,38 - Adjust to zero; 
40 - Scottish refusals; 
41 - Languishes with longing; 
43 - Grandmas; 
45 - Never, to Nietzsche; 
46 - Picture theater; 
48 - Japanese form ofself-defense; 
50 - At no time, poetically; 
51 - rleurde__; 
52 - Droop, sink; 
54 - Compulsion to steal; 
61-_Romeo; 
63 - Conger catcher; 
64 - Elecrrically charged particles; 
65 - Handle roughly; 
66 - Inventor Howe; 
67 - _ want for Christmas...; 
68 -Author_ Stanley Gardner; 
69 - Choice: Abbr.; 
70- Lukas of"Wimess"; 
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Down 
1 -Willingly; 
2 - Beige cousin; 
3 - Profit; 
4-Nervous; 
5 -Writer Grey; 
6 - Steinbeck: East of__; 
7 - Nair rival; 
8 - Squeeze (out); 
9 - Comprehend; 
10 - Disturb; 
11 - Conductor Klemperer; 
13 - Shon-tailed, burrowing 
rodenr; 
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This is a time of stress. Don't forget 
to breath - you'll get through it. 
Your questions will soon be 
answered, but you may be surprised 
by what you find out. 
You will soon receive a small fortune 
(Trust me, I consulted the stars on 
this one). 
If it looks as if everyone is falling in 
love around you, they aren't. Your 
time is coming. 
Life is a marathon, not a sprint. Take 
in the good moments. 
Things don't always go your way. 
Don't force yourself to take control 
of the uncontrollable. 
That dream you've been having? 
You're going to make it happen, but 
not without work first. 
You're about to be tested in life. 
Don't forget to prepare for the ups 
and downs it'll bring you. 
Celebration is coming your way. 
Make sure you spread the joy 
around. 
This week will come with a duster 
of emotions, but remember: it's OK 
to feel. 
There's a negative force in your life. 
You need to cut it off- now. 
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Some people have their lives 
organized and put together. That's 
not you, but never stop striving for 
excellence. 
14 -Mattress suppons; 
20 - River in central Switzerland; 
21 - Sly look; 
25 - _ impasse; 
26 - Eye-related; 
27 - Purposeful; 
28 - Boxing venue; 
29 - "Lovergirl" singer _ 
Marie; 
30 -Refrain in a children's song; 
31 - Egyptian cobra; 
33 -This_ stick-up!; 
35 - Sugar suffix; 
37 - Hawaiian goose; 
39 - Suit makers; 
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SCORPIO 
Oct. 24- Nov. 21 
SAGITTARIUS 
Nov. 22 - Dec. 21 
..-:« CAPRICORN Dec. 22 - Jan. 19 
A 
R 
D 
can win a prize! 
AQUARIUS 
Jan. 20 - Feb. 19 
,,;, PlSCES ~ (~ ~ ~ Feb. 20 - March 20 
,_,,,,ARIESn March 21 - April 20 
,'~TAURUS
'1e(11 April 21 - May 20 
,. 
~GEMINI
,,,~r May 21 - June 21 
11~\ 
42 - Go afrer; 
44 -Milk choice; 
47 - 1957 hit for the Bobbettes; 
49 - Book ofthe Bible; LEO52 - Identical; l 
53 - Banned apple spray; "' July 23 - Aug. 23 I 
55 - Slippery swimmers; \.. 
56 - Ballet bend; 
57 - Bluey-green color; VIRGO 
58 -Vincent Lopez's theme song; Aug. 24 - Sept. 22 
59 -To Live and Die__; 
60 - Garage sale sign; 
62 - Ginger__; 
LIBRA 
Sept. 23 - Oct. 23 
Horoscopes by: Saavon Smalls / TimeOut Editor 
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